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The Unlucky Face

1. Why do you think the man said, 'You dirty cat'?

2. If you were in the man's position, how would you react?

Listen to the story read by your teacher and answer the

questions given below.

1. Is Sundar right in cursing Hirachand?

2. Which of the following qualities describe Sundar?

a.   friendly

b.   proud

3. Do you also believe in some superstitions? If yes, narrate at

least one to your classmates.

Look at the picture and the answer the questions given

below.

“You dirty cat…”

c. believes in baseless things

d. revengeful

4
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The Unlucky Face

There lived a merchant called Hirachand in Delhi.  It was said that

anyone who saw his face early in the morning would go without food that

day.  Akbar heard about Hirachand.  Hirachand was asked to see him.

Akbar wanted to know whether the story about Hirachand was true.

The next day, Akbar was on his way to the dining room when

Hirachand was brought to him.  At the same time a messenger came to say

that the Queen was ill. Akbar left Hirachand and spent the whole morning

with his sick wife.  By the time he returned to the dining room, his meal

was cold.  He ordered a fresh meal.  It took so long to get the meal ready

that Akbar began to feel ill.

A. ReadingA. Reading
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The royal doctor was called for.

The doctor told Akbar to rest and not to eat anything for a day.  That

way, he said, the cramps would go away.

“But I haven’t eaten anything yet,” said Akbar.

“Bad luck,” said the doctor, “Whose face did you see this morning?”

Akbar told the doctor that he had seen the face of  Hirachand.  “I

shall have him put to death,” he said, “because he has made me suffer.”

This news reached Hirachand.  Hirachand was shocked.  He fell at

the Emperor’s feet and begged for mercy.  “How can my wife and children

live without me?” he pleaded.  But Akbar would not listen to a word

Hirachand said.  The guard was summoned and Hirachand was immediately

dragged off to the prison.

Poor Hirachand wailed aloud and begged the guard to find a way to

set him free.  “I can’t think of anything I can do,” said the guard who felt

very sorry for Hirachand.  “If the Emperor finds out that I have disobeyed

his orders, I’ll be punished too.”
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Suddenly the guard had an idea. “Let us call Birbal,” he said.  “He is the

only one who can save you.”

       What was Hirachand’s

punishment? Do you think

it was right?

Hirachand told

Birbal what had happened.

Birbal consoled him

saying, “Do what I tell you

and you will be saved.”

It was time for

Hirachand to go to the

block. The executioner

asked him if he wanted anything as his last wish.

“I would like to see the Emperor,” said Hirachand.  When Akbar

came, Hirachand said, “Your Majesty! Is it true that you saw my face and

did not eat anything for the day?”

“Yes,” said Akbar.

“Your Majesty,” said Hirachand. “Consider my fate which is worse

than yours.  I saw your face and I have to die.”

“Someone has taught you to say this,” said Akbar guessing at once

who it was.

“Impossible,” said Hirachand, “I don’t know anyone here.”

“Perhaps you don’t know. But you did not think of this plan

yourself, did you?” asked Akbar.  “You must have met Birbal.”

Hirachand confessed that he had met Birbal.

“Birbal has saved me from killing an innocent man,” said Akbar

and sent Hirachand away with gifts.
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Comprehension

cramps (n) : painful contraction of muscles

summoned (v) : called upon to do something

wailed (v) : cried

executioner (n) : a person who carries out an action of killing

fate (n) : unavoidable event

confessed (v) : admitted one’s mistake

guessed (v) : supposed

innocent (adj) : without sin, pure

I. Answer the following questions.

1. What did Hirachand ask Akbar?

2. What did Hirachand say about his fate?

3. How did Akbar realize his mistake?

4. Do you think Hirachand was innocent? Why?

5. Do you believe in superstitions?  Do you think Hirachand’s face

would bring bad luck to anyone?

II. Read the following sentences and complete them by choosing

the appropriate option.

1. The doctor was called __________________.

a.    to see Akbar.

b.    to see the Queen.

Glossary
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2. Akbar ordered a fresh meal because __________________.

a. his meal was not tasty.

b. his meal was cold.

3. Akbar fell ill, because __________________.

a. he hadn’t eaten anything the whole morning.

b. he saw Hirachand’s face.

   Oral Skills

Work in groups.

Ask and answer one another the questions about what you see in the picture.

One question is given.

1. What are the guards doing?

I. Akbar didn’t eat anything the whole morning.  He fell ill.  What are

the other reasons for people to fall ill?

Vocabulary
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Work in groups and complete the concept map. One is done for you.

II. Read the following paragraph.  Replace the underlined words with

the words from the story, which have the same meaning.

Hirachand was a businessman.  Once he was called to Akbar’s court.

Akbar ordered to kill him.  Hirachand begged for his kindness.  But

Akbar would not hear.  Poor Hirachand cried aloud.

III. Read the descriptions of persons from the story and write their

names in the space provided.

1. He was a merchant who lived in Delhi.   ____________________

2. He was the emperor who ruled India.    ____________________

3. He came to the king’s court when Akbar fell ill.   _______________

4. He was ordered to drag Hirachand to be executed.   _____________

5. He was the wise minister at the King’s court.   _________________

over eating

reasons for

illness
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I. Look at the following sentence.

Hirachand told what had happened.

There are two actions suggested by the verbs ‘told’ and ‘had

happened’. The second verb ‘had happened’ talks about the action done

earlier. The first one talks about action done later.

Pick out the sentences from the story that describe actions done in

the past. Write them in the space provided. Circle the actions that were

done earlier than the other actions

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

II. Complete the following paragraph

using the hints from the brackets.

Ganesh packed his luggage and went

to the railway station. By the time he

………… (reach) the station, the train

………… (come) to the platform. He

searched his pocket. There was no ticket.

He ………… (understand) that he

………… (forgot) to bring his ticket. He

rang up to his wife. She ………… (ask) what ………… (happen)? Then

she advised him to take the ticket from the internet.

Grammar
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I. Akbar released Hirachand.  He gave him

many gifts. Hirachand went to his home very

quickly.

“Look, Papa has come,” Mani came running

to his father.  They hugged each other.  What

would be the conversation between Hirachand

and Mani? Write the conversation and then role-

play the same.

Hirachand :       ____________________________________

Mani : ___________________________________

Hirachand : ___________________________________

Mani : ___________________________________

II. Akbar met Hirachand and then went to see his sick Queen. He

couldn’t eat anything the whole morning.  So he fell ill.  The doctor

was called to examine him.

What in your opinion would Akbar be thinking at that time?

Write his thoughts below.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Writing
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Fun with Words

I. Read the sentences taken from the story.

It was said that anyone who saw his face would go without food that

day.

The words ‘anyone’ and ‘without’ are formed by joining two words.

These words are called compound words.

any+one – anyone with+out – without

Pick out some more compound words from the story and write them below.

__________ ________ __________ ______

__________ ________ __________ ______

II. Here is a list of words. Match them in as many ways as possible to

form compound words.

some thing father fire no one mother

it grand what son her self how

daughter him fly house butter where ever

Examples: 1. something 2. someone 3. _____________

4. ________ 5. ________ 6. _____________

7. ________ 8. ________ 9. _____________

10. _______ 11. ________ 12. ____________
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Comprehension

B. Reading

Superstitions

We can walk under ladders,

What’s wrong with that?

We can see a number of jet black cats,

No problem with that.

We can break a million mirrors,

And not shed a tear.

It’s all just humbug,

Simply baseless fear.

-   Anonymous

superstition (n) : a mere belief which has no proof

jet black (n. phr) : deep black

shed (v) : drop

humbug (adj) : nonsense

baseless (adj) : no reason

I. Answer the following questions.

1. Does the poem speak in favour of superstitions or against them?

2. What are the different superstitions talked about in the poem? List

them.

Glossary
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Superstitions Around the World

It is very interesting

to know that most

superstitions have to do

with luck.  Some of them

are very funny too.

Sometimes an unlucky

thing in one area is a lucky

thing in another area.

In Brazil they believe

that walking under a ladder

brings bad luck. The

Australians believe that

breaking a mirror is unlucky. People in Ireland say that one should never

move back and forth an empty rocking chair. In Hawaii, fishermen believe

that, bringing bananas

on a boat would bring

bad luck to them. And

Hawaiians also

believe that it is bad

luck to give an empty

purse to someone.

Many people say

giving or taking

anything with left hand

brings bad luck. What if a person is a left hander? Some people also

believe that evil spirits are nearby if a light blows out. But there might be

an open window somewhere.

C. Reading
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Comprehension

Generally people say that sneezing

while starting to go to some place

makes you reach the place late. What

if the person who sneezes is suffering

from a cold?

You know that in many parts of

the world coming across a black cat is

considered bad luck.  But in The

United Kingdom it is lucky to come

across a black cat.

In many parts of the world,

Friday is an unlucky day.  But in India

most of the people believe that Friday is auspicious.

People in Andhra Pradesh do not like to start any new work on a new

moon day.  But Tamilians believe that it is good to start their special events

on a new moon day.

For Chinese, number nine is lucky, while the Japanese consider it

very unlucky.  Aren’t they really funny?

Now can you say what is lucky and what is unlucky?

Answer the following questions.

1. List out some of the superstitions from the passage.

2. What is the funny element about superstitions?

3. List out some superstitions that are popular in your area / family.
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I. Talk to your parents / grandparents and list out at least two superstitions

that you think are popular in your family.

II. Share some superstitions in your group and discuss. Which of them

do you believe in and why?

How well did  I understand this unit?

Read and tick (33333) in the appropriate box.

Indicators Yes Somewhat No

I listened to the narration, understood and

talked about it.

I read and understood the texts:

1.‘The Unlucky Face’.

2.‘Superstitions Around the World’.

I understood usage of action related to the

past.

I read, understood and enjoyed the poem,

‘Superstitions’.

 I was able to write:

1. a conversation between Hirachand and

Mani.

2. Akbar’s thoughts.

Project Work


